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Abstract
This paper raises the issue of speech database reduction

adapted to a specific domain for Text-To-Speech (TTS) syn-
thesis application. We evaluate several methods: a database
pruning technique based on the statistical behaviour of the unit
selection algorithm and a novel method based on the Kullback-
Leibler divergence. The aim of the former method is to elim-
inate the least selected units during the synthesis of a domain
specific training corpus. The aim of the latter approach is to
build a reduced database whose unit distribution approximates
a given target distribution. We compare the reduced databases.
Finally we evaluate these methods on several objective mea-
sures given by the unit selection algorithm.

1. Introduction
Current Text-To-Speech systems are based on concatenative
methods [1]. Such systems use a large database of pre-recorded
speech from which acoustic units are selected for concatena-
tion. The scalability of the database is an important issue in
unit selection based speech synthesis. Indeed, the use of the
full database is not always suitable or even possible for some
applications. The database has to be reduced so that the speech
synthesis system can be integrated into different devices.

Two approaches are commonly used for database reduc-
tion. In a ”bottom-up” approach the database is examined in
order to remove spurious and redundant units. For instance, in
[2, 3] units are clustered according to some similarity measures
concerning prosodic and phonetic contexts. Only units that are
representative of each cluster are kept in the reduced database.
More recently an LSM (Latent Semantic Mapping) method was
proposed in [4].

The ”top-down” approach is based on the investigation of
the output of the synthesizer. One of the implementations con-
sists in synthesizing a large amount of data and removing units
which are not frequently used by the synthesizer. This approach
is based on the statistical behaviour of the unit selection algo-
rithm and was originally proposed in [5]. The advantage of such
a method is that no knowledge about speech units is needed. It
is closely dependent on the unit selection algorithm behaviour.

However, the reduced synthesis systems are often used for
specific applications such as menu readers in the mobile phones.
The reduced database has to be adapted to the domain specific
application.

In this paper we are interested in this particular paradigm.
Our goal is to prune the generic database and to adapt it in or-

der to synthesize a domain specific application corpus in dif-
ferent devices that do not support a large amount of data. As
the acoustic realization of a specific domain is not known the
use of methods such as in [2, 3, 4] is not possible for the re-
duction adapted to a specific application. We investigate then
two approaches: a variant of a reduction method based on the
statistical behaviour of the unit selection and a novel reduction
method guided by the Kullback-Leibler measure.

The first reduction method that we use is a ”top-down” ap-
proach. Instead of synthesizing a generic corpus we propose
to use a domain specific corpus that reflects the application for
which the reduction has to be performed. We will show that
even if the specific corpus is not very large we obtain better
objective results than if we collect statistics by synthesizing a
much bigger generic corpus.

The second approach that we investigate is based on the
Kullback-Leibler divergence and was introduced in [6]. This
method was used for designing a textual corpus for the speech
synthesis application. The main idea of this method is that the
distribution of units in the constructed corpus aims to be close
to ana priori distribution. In [6] the flexibility of this method
is put forward: the algorithm is able to accommodate different
distributions which may prove better for domain specific TTS
synthesis applications. We use this method to construct a re-
duced database whose unit distribution is close to the domain
specific distribution. The distribution of units in the reduced
database can be adapted to any domain. The advantage of this
method is that it is independent of the speech synthesis system.

In section 2, we present several approaches for adaptive
database reduction. In section 3 we objectively evaluate all of
the methods and present experimental results.

2. Presentation of methods
2.1. Database pruning based on the statistical behaviour of
the unit selection algorithm

The main idea of this pruning method is to keep the units that
are the most often used to synthesize a representative corpus
while the least selected units are pruned. Our system uses di-
phone as elementary unit. Each diphone (about 1200 in French)
is present several times (from 1 to thousands) in the acoustic
database: each acoustic realization is called a diphone variant
or a unit. When synthesizing a message, each variant can or
cannot be selected. The number of times it is selected is called
number of occurrences. The first step consists in synthesizing
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an important representative corpus and in counting the number
of occurrences of each variant. Then the pruning step is per-
formed independently for each diphone. All diphone variants
are sorted according to their number of occurrences. The ones
with the highest number of occurrences are kept while the ones
with the lowest number of occurrences are pruned. The num-
ber of variants to be kept is calculated in order to reach a tar-
get coverage or a target reduction rate. This method is referred
hereafter asPs.

2.2. Method based on Kullback-Leibler divergence

The KL divergence [7] is a measure which assesses the similar-
ity between two probability distributions. It is defined as:

D(P ‖ Q) =
t

X

i=1

pi log
pi

qi

(1)

whereP andQ are two discrete probability distributions.
The properties of this measure are the following. The diver-

gence is positive or equal to zero. The two probability distribu-
tions are identical if and only if the KL divergence is null.

In the presented method all the speech database sentences
are split into phrases also called breath groups. The KL based
reduction method takes two steps. First we select phrases whose
unit distribution approximates a target distribution fromthe cor-
pus that was previously recorded for the database. Then we re-
duce the ordered phrases according to different reduction rates.
The phrases are selected incrementally with a greedy algorithm.
At a given iteration the unit distribution on the corpus that
would be obtained by adding a candidate phrase is evaluated.
The phrase for which this distribution results in the lowestKL
divergence to the target is picked. The score of each candidate
phrase is :
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whereQ denotes the target distribution andP is the con-
structed distribution.ni is the number of occurrences of a di-
phonei in the constructed corpus, andN is the total number of
units (N =

P

i
ni).

In [6], we presented in details the behaviour of this algo-
rithm. We also showed how to efficiently update, in an incre-
mental manner, the Kullback-Leibler divergence at each step of
the algorithm.

The target distribution is estimated on a training corpus
which is representative of a specific domain. The adaptation
of the selected corpus to various distributions is easy to imple-
ment: what is only required is to obtainQ from a given domain
specific corpus and to set it as the target distribution in oural-
gorithm.

We consider the diphone and triphone distributions. How-
ever, to ensure the full coverage of elementary units (diphones)
we have to include the following constraint. Among the phrases
that contain new distinct diphones the algorithm selects the
phrase that minimizes the KL divergence to the target diphone
(KLdip method) or triphone distribution (KLtrip method).
This constraint makes us sure that we will have at least one in-
stance of each diphone in the reduced database. However, this
method selects only units that are present in the target corpus.
To tackle this problem we use anε smoothing unigram tech-
nique. A fixed valueε is attributed to units that are not present
in the estimation corpus. The smoothing formulas are as fol-
lows:

qi =



fi · [1 − ε · C0] if c(di) 6= 0
ε otherwise

(3)

wherec(di) is the count of the diphonei, fi is the relative
frequency of the uniti andC0 is the number of unseen units in
the estimation corpus.

After the selection process speech database phrases are or-
dered. The first phrases are kept to make the reduced database,
the number of phrases to be kept depending on the reduction
rates.

2.3. Random method

This approach consists in randomly ordering phrases of the tex-
tual corpus. In order to ensure the diphone coverage in the re-
duced databases the same process was used as for the KL based
method reduction. In the first step the random selection is made
only among the phrases that contains new distinct diphones.
When the full diphone coverage is achieved the selection pro-
cess becomes completely random. We will refer to this method
asrandom.

3. Experimental setup
3.1. Data

For our experiments we used a large database of a French
speaker. The database contains about7, 000 sentences which
correspond to12, 500 phrases and252K units. In order to col-
lect statistics on the use of diphone variants by the system and
to estimate the distribution of diphones and triphones in the do-
main specific corpus we used two domain specific corporaCre

andCcs. Cre contains8, 866 sentences. It is collected from
the small ads from the real estate domain.Ccs contains7, 952
sentences and it is collected from the small ads related to the
computer science domain.Cre andCcs are split into a training
corpus and a test corpus. The training corpus is used to perform
the synthesis and to estimate the diphone and triphone distribu-
tions. Table 1 presents some corpora description.

Table 1: Corpora description.
number of number of number of
sentences phrases diphone types

Real estate
TRAIN SET 6685 25039 1014
Real estate
TEST SET 1746 6067 901

Computer science
TRAIN SET 6428 15521 1080

Computer science
TEST SET 1524 4010 989

3.2. The KL divergence behaviour

In the figure 1 we present the KL divergence measure obtained
during the first step of database reduction for the KL divergence
based method i.e. the phrase selection. The KL divergence
measure decreases quickly at the beginning of the process. The
algorithm seeks for phrases whose unit distribution minimizes
the KL divergence to the target unit distribution. After reaching
the first minimum value the KL divergence increases signifi-
cantly. This is due to the fact that a constraint on the selection
process was added. Indeed, the algorithm picks sentences that
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Figure 1:KL divergence.

contain new distinct diphones. When the full diphone cover-
age is reached the KL divergence decreases. After reaching the
second minimum value the KL divergence increases. Any new
sentence added starting from this minimum increases the KL
divergence to the target distribution. This is because the entire
phrases are selected. As the algorithm selects entire phrases,
the resulting distribution inevitably reflects the characteristics
of the original distribution.

3.3. Collecting statistics for thePs database reduction

Two sets of statistics were collected for thePs method.
Firstly, a corpus that contains about359K newspaper text

files was used. It corresponds to about97M diphone occur-
rences. The selected variants represent96% of the database.
This method is referred hereafter asgeneral Ps.

Secondly, we tried to run this reduction method on a smaller
domain representative corpus. TheCre training corpus was
synthesized. It corresponds to403K diphone occurrences. Due
to the limited size of the domain and the corpus, only16% of
the variants present in the generic database are selected atleast
once when synthesizing the corpus. This means that for reduc-
tion rates lower than84% there is necessarily a random part
in the algorithm in order to choose among the unused units.
Among these unused units it was therefore decided to keep the
first variants of the database, i.e. in the order they are stored
in the database. It has to be noted that some unused units are
useful for the synthesis of theCre test set. Therefore it is im-
portant to be able to target reduction rates smaller than84%,
even though there is some randomness in the reduction process.
This method is hereafter referred asdomain Ps.

4. Objective evaluation
To evaluate the reduced databases we compare the aforemen-
tioned methods. The reduced databases are created by removing
10%, 20% ... 90% of units.

We consider four objective measures which are given by
the unit selection algorithm: the average length of selected seg-
ments, the average concatenation cost, the average target cost
and finally the average cost. The target and the concatenation
costs are the classical notions of unit selection technique. The
target cost estimates how close a database unit is to the de-
sired unit. The concatenation cost estimates how well two ad-
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Figure 2:Average segment length.

jacently selected units join together. The overall cost is asum
of the concatenation and the target costs. The selection algo-
rithm minimizes the overall cost in order to find the optimal
unit sequence. The average segment length measures the aver-
age number of units in the segment, i.e. a string of adjacently
selected units. For instance, an average segment length equal
to 1.0 means that none of the selected units are adjacent in the
database. This measure is reverse proportional to the number of
concatenations.

In [8] it has been shown that the average segment length
and the average concatenation cost are highly correlated with
MOS (Mean Opinion Score) tests. These measures are shown
in figure 2 and in figure 3.

4.1. Average segment length

We investigate the average segment length in figure 2. The
domain Ps, KLdip and KLtrip obtain significantly longer
segments than thegeneral Ps andrandom methods. At first
sight, one may think that the fact the KL methods select seg-
ments is due to the fact that they keep entire phrases in the
reduction process. However, therandom methods that also
select entire phrases have poor average segment length, even
worse thangeneral Ps method whose reduced databases are
discontiguous. Therefore the adaptation to the specific context
of the reduced database seems to be important to select adja-
cent units; the three adaptive reduction methods are equivalent
for this criterion.

4.2. Average concatenation cost

We can look then at the average concatenation cost. For each
synthesized sentence the average concatenation cost is thesum
of all concatenation costs normalized by the total number of
units in the sentence. The average concatenation cost that is
shown in figure 3 is the average of the average concatenation
costs of each sentence. In these figures as well as in the follow-
ing ones a cost of2 means that the cost is twice as high as the
initial cost obtained on the whole database (0% reduction).

The lowest average concatenation cost, i.e. the best, is
obtained with thedomain Ps method. ThenKLtrip is bet-
ter than theKLdip method which is better thangeneral Ps

method. The random methods are significantly worse than all
other methods. The order is the same as for the average segment
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Figure 3:Average concatenation cost, relative to the0% reduc-
tion concatenation cost.

length but the three methodsdomain Ps, KLdip andKLtrip

obtain distinct scores. The KL based methods obtain higher
costs than thedomain Ps probably because they consider only
basic units without taking into account concatenation costcri-
teria, i.e. acoustic features. We notice thatKLtrip have better
concatenation cost thanKLdip, it seems to be correlated to the
small difference between their average segment length.

In table 2 we show the percentage of the minimum and
the maximum concatenation cost values (respectivelycctmin

and cctmax) present in the synthesizedCre test set. As can
be seen from these numbers, the percentage ofcctmax is not
high. There isn’t a big difference between the number ofcctmax

present in the synthesized corpora usingdomain Ps, KLdip

andKLtrip.

Table 2: Concatenation cost comparison.
general Ps domain Ps KLdip KLtrip

cctmin (%) 53.22 61.75 58.29 60.27
cctmax (%) 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.04

4.3. Average target cost

The average target cost is calculated in the same manner as the
average concatenation cost. It is shown in figure 4. The best
average target cost is obtained fordomain Ps. The second
best average target cost is obtained forgeneral Ps, the KL
based methodsKLdip andKLtrip seem to be equivalent with
a higher cost than the two statistically based methods. As we
consider only a simple distribution of basic units the KL based
methods do not use enough information about the units that are
selected. To improve the KL based method it may prove nec-
essary to consider not only the phonetic nature of the units,but
also features which characterize the units: length, stress, syn-
tactic, lexical and phonetic context, etc.

Table 3 shows the percentage of the minimum and the
maximum target cost values (respectivelytgtmin andtgtmax)
present in the synthesizedCre test set. As can be seen from this
table, thetgtmax number is much higher for theKLdip method
than for thegeneral Ps andKLtrip methods. The percentage
of tgtmax is very low for the for thedomain Ps method. The
percentage oftgtmin is higher for thedomain Ps method than
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Figure 4:Average target cost, relative to the0% reduction tar-
get cost.
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Figure 5:Average cost, relative to the0% reduction cost.

for the others methods. It has to be noted that thedomain Ps

method was explicitly designed to minimize the target and the
concatenation costs.

Table 3: Target cost comparison.
general Ps domain Ps KLdip KLtrip

tgtmin (%) 57.78 64.64 56.00 56.36
tgtmax (%) 0.72 0.31 1.37 0.73

4.4. Average cost

We finally examine the overall cost in the figure 5 which is the
sum of the target and concatenation costs. The best method is
logically domain Ps, the second best isKLtrip. KLdip and
general Ps are close to each other. This shows that the average
target cost loss ofKLtrip compared togeneral Ps is smaller
than the average concatenation cost gain.

4.5. Reduced databases comparison

We compare the reduced databases with thedomain Ps and
KLtrip methods. The higher reduction rate is the less similar
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Figure 6:Average cost tested onCre test set.

are databases. At90% reduction rate there are only19% of
units that are present in the reduced databases obtained for the
real estate domain. While synthezising theCre test set,34%
of units are used in common for the two different databases.
While using the database obtained with thedomain Ps method
12, 900 units are selected by the syntheziser.11, 900 units are
selected by the unit selection algorithm using the database ob-
tained withKLtrip method. As for the synthesis performed
with the full database20, 000 units are selected to synthezise
the test corpus. We also count units that are selected from the
reduced databases and from the full database.78% of units
are used in common between the full database and the reduced
database obtained with thedomain Ps method. From these
statistics we can conclude that theCre training and test sets are
relatively close. Only37% are selected in common between
the full database and the reduced database obtained with the
KLtrip method.

4.6. Cross tests

We examine the behaviour of the proposed methods by per-
forming cross tests. We use the training sets ofCre andCcs

corpora to construct the reduced databases withdomain Ps

andKLtrip methods. With the reduced databases adapted for
the computer science domain we perform tests on theCre and
Ccs test sets. This is shown on the figure 6. With the reduced
databases adapted to the real estate domain we perform tests on
theCre andCcs test sets. This is shown on the figure 7.

As we expected the database that is adapted to the specific
domain distribution obtains better average costs on the test set
from the same specific domain. This is perfectly illustrated by
figure 6. This is also the case for thedomain Ps method on
figure 7. However the results obtained withKLtrip are not
significant. This can be explained by the fact that the size of
Ccs test set is smaller thanCre test set one.

5. Discussion
In this study, we have investigated several reduction methods.
The first observation is that the adaptive reduction methods
overcome standard reductiongeneral Ps andrandom reduc-
tion methods.

Even on the relatively small domain specific corpora the
domain Ps method seems to give the best results. This may
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Figure 7:Average cost tested onCcs test set.

be surprising as only16% of the units have been used in the
training corpus synthesis. Moreover, it has to be noted that some
of the units that are used for test corpus synthesis were selected
arbitrarily during the reduction process. That can be seen from
figure 5 as the cost decreases between80% and0% reduction
rate while only unused units are added arbitrarily to the reduced
database.

The KL based method is almost equivalent todomain Ps

for the average segment length. These results are promising
as we have targeted distribution estimated on the basic types
of units, i.e. diphones and triphones. The information about
prosodic and linguistic features can be introduced while esti-
mating the target distribution. Indeed, the KL based method
gives the possibility to globally control the unit distribution on
a variety of features. We have therefore added some features to
describe diphones. We take into consideration the position of
the syllable which contains the diphone and the prosodic con-
text of the syllable. In figure 8 we present the average cost for
the KL based method for diphones described with the aforemen-
tioned features (KLdip+features method). We compare it with
thedomain Ps andKLtrip. TheKLdip+features method is
almost equivalent to theKLtrip method. For90% reduction
rate theKLdip+features method is better thanKLtrip. This
raises the issue of which are the relevant features to describe
the target distribution of a specific domain.

These methods might be combined in order to improve
the reduction process, taking benefit from the close link of the
domainPs method to the cost function and from the possibility
to globally control the unit distribution on a variety of features
by the KL based method.

6. Conclusions
In this study, we have presented approaches for adaptive
database reduction. We have adapted a classical reduction ap-
proach and we have proposed a method based on the Kullback-
Leibler divergence. We have objectively evaluated the pre-
sented methods. Adaptive database pruning methods are
promising reduction methods. It seems to be more suitable to
use those techniques when the application for which the reduc-
tion has to be made is known.

The advantage of the presented reduction methods is that
the reduced database can be adapted to any domain. For the
statistically based approach it is simply a matter of collecting
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Figure 8:Average cost tested onCre test set.

new statistics in the use of the database for a domain specific
corpus. For the KL divergence based method it is only required
to obtainQ from a given domain specific corpus and to set it as
the target distribution in our algorithm.

Our future plans also include exploring this method on sev-
eral domain specific corpora and examining other types of units,
for instance contextual units.

Finally, the speech synthesis quality evaluation has to be
performed.
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